where the infimum ranges over all sequences P, f : E ~-> E satisfying I ial P,(x) = x for all xGE.
It is also obvious from the definition that the value 1{E) is not greater than the local unconditional constant χ u (E) introduced in [3] which is defined similarly, the only difference being that for χ u {E) only sequences {P,} with r(Pi)= 1 for all i are considered. Spaces E with finite Xu(E) were called in [3] spaces with local unconditional structure. If E is complemented in a space with an unconditional basis then clearly χ u {E)<^>.
Besides this generalization the result stated above answers a question of Professor H. P. Rosenthal by providing examples of spaces which do not have unconditional Schauder decompositions into finitedimensional spaces all of the same dimension p, for any p = 1,2,3, spaces E with 1{E)~<*> clearly cannot have such decompositions.
Specifically it is shown in section 2 that if E is the space of operators on l 2 equipped with any ideal norm α, then l(E) = oo unless α is Proof. Let F E &{X) and e > 0 be given. A (F) E are P ι :A(F)^E with ΣPA(/) = A(/) for all / E F and , SO there sup 2 ±V7(Pf)P ι^ /(£)+€.
Set Q { = BP*A, then r(Q t )^ r(Pi) and Σ Q t (f) = / for all/ E F, and sup
±,N
As e and F are arbitrary, the result follows. PROPOSITION 1. If E has property P k for some integer fe, then /(J5)<oo.
Proo/. There is a λ > 0 such that if F C E is any finite-dimensional subspace there is a subset {x κ }\ CE and a Boolean algebra of projections m on J£, with sup{||P||; P E 33}S A and FCspan{P(x y ); / = 1, ••-,£, PGS8}.
Using elementary arguments similar to Proposition 1 of [7] , let {yi> *' # ? yp) be a basis of F. Given 6, there exists a subset of n-disjoint elements {P f }?C38 with Σ?P ί =7, a subset {z r KCspan{P,(x ; ); i = 1, , n, / = 1, ,fc} with ||z r -y Γ ||< e for every r = 1, ,p. It is easy to see that if e > 0 is sufficiently small there is a 1 -1 operator T on E satisfying Γ(y r )= z r for all r and ||T||, j|^Γ" is a fixed non-zero operator, and Σ« denotes the sum over all 2" possible choices of e = (± 1, ± 1, , ± 1).
The operator u defines a function of C(K) which is denoted by (w, °) and defined as <u, α x ft) = {u{a\ b) = trace(fc(«(α))), a e E, bEE f . Then, -ί ί 2-"Σ ί ί Ky the last is Khinchin's inequality (the constant e ~m is due to [9] ). Thus 
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Let now P, EL(E, E), ΐ = 1,2, , ΛΓ. Then max £ trace (P)
As α and P, are arbitrary, the inequality is true for α * and P\ too, noting that P; maps [L(/2, /"), α*] to itself, and as 2 trace (P!) = Σ trace (P) and ± V7(P0 P; 
, is a sequence of integers for which
] does not have an unconditional Schauder decomposition into finite-dimensional spaces E t having the following property: For any n, there is a subset I n of integers for which
Proof. Assume to the contrary [L 0 (/ 2 , / 2 ), a] has such an unconditional decomposition. Fix n and consider the factorization
where i E /", /" and 7) are the natural inclusion operators, P f and Q n are the natural projections. Let JR { = Q n TiP t J n , then r(R i )' for all ί E / n , and Σ lGJπ jR t (x) = x for all x E L(/ 2 rt , /;). Then
which is a contradiction.
REMARKS. If 1{E) -α>, this does not necessarily imply that E does not have an unconditional decomposition into finite-dimensional spaces. In fact, by [5] , the space c p (l 2 ) for all Kp<oo has such a decomposition. Theorem 2 therefore informs us on the rapidity of growth of the dimensions of many unconditional decompositions of c p (l 2 ) (p?£ 2) and is an answer to the question posed to this author by Professor A. Pelczyήski at the June 1973 international conference on Banach spaces at Wabash, Indiana. The author learned from Professor J. Lindenstrauss that he has proved c p (l 2 ) imbeds in a Banach space with an unconditional basis for any 1 < p < <».
Finally, it should be mentioned that the condition imposed on I n in Theorem 2 is a very natural one, since l p has an unconditional basis and is isomorphically complemented in c p (/ 2 ) hence c p (l 2 ) has an unconditional Schauder decomposition such that an infinite number of spaces have dimensions equal to 1. [TL(l u (f E C(K)), where the first Σ sums over all possible vectors e, 0, φ, λ of the form (± 1, ± 1, , ± 1), and the second Σ sums over all possible permutations π, σ of the set {1,2, , n}.
Unconditional decompositions in
The operator M defines a function denoted by (M, °) in C(K) by <M, αx6} = (6, iι(α)> = trace (6 (w (a))), α E X E , ί? E K £ .
Then, and another application of Khinchin's inequality shows that for any x G /?, yE/:
